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Motions - Special HE SectorMotions - Special HE Sector
Conference, Thursday 9 SeptemberConference, Thursday 9 September

CBC advice on consequentials - if any of motions 7, 8CBC advice on consequentials - if any of motions 7, 8
and 9 are passed, motion 10 point d. will fall.and 9 are passed, motion 10 point d. will fall.

Motion 7 - Campaigns over pay/Four Fights and USS  Motion 7 - Campaigns over pay/Four Fights and USS  
 Newcastle University   Newcastle University  

Conference notes:  Conference notes:  
1.    The ballot on the 2020-21 pay ‘award’ which1.    The ballot on the 2020-21 pay ‘award’ which
produced an 86% rejection by members  produced an 86% rejection by members  
2.    The branch delegate meetings in April to canvas2.    The branch delegate meetings in April to canvas
opinion on the pay campaign  opinion on the pay campaign  
3.    The employers’ unacceptable offer for 2021-22 of3.    The employers’ unacceptable offer for 2021-22 of
1.5% 1.5% 
4.    The motions calling for action over pay/Four Fights4.    The motions calling for action over pay/Four Fights
at HESC (HE1-5), and on USS (HE12) all of which wereat HESC (HE1-5), and on USS (HE12) all of which were
carried  carried  
5.    The amendment HE2A.1 committing the union to5.    The amendment HE2A.1 committing the union to
coordinate the fight over pay with the fight to defendcoordinate the fight over pay with the fight to defend
USS as a definedUSS as a defined
        benefit pension.          benefit pension.  

Conference believes that now is the time to set theConference believes that now is the time to set the
timetable and organise the ballot for action, not fortimetable and organise the ballot for action, not for
further consultation and prevarication.  further consultation and prevarication.  

Conference calls on HEC to implement the HESCConference calls on HEC to implement the HESC
motions and organise the campaigns over pay/Fourmotions and organise the campaigns over pay/Four
Fights and USS.Fights and USS.

7A.1 Anti casualisation committee7A.1 Anti casualisation committee

After ‘conference notes: 5’ Add:After ‘conference notes: 5’ Add:
'6: That 33% of HE employees are on casual contracts'6: That 33% of HE employees are on casual contracts
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(HESA data). Increasing casualisation is detrimental to(HESA data). Increasing casualisation is detrimental to
both casualised and permanent workers, directlyboth casualised and permanent workers, directly
reducing job security and conditions, indirectlyreducing job security and conditions, indirectly
damaging sector pension schemes by increasing opt-damaging sector pension schemes by increasing opt-
out.'out.'
Add at end (after ‘Four fights and USS’)Add at end (after ‘Four fights and USS’)
'Conference resolves that campaigns incorporate clear'Conference resolves that campaigns incorporate clear
communications on how casualisation affects allcommunications on how casualisation affects all
members in 4Fights and USS disputes, and specifiesmembers in 4Fights and USS disputes, and specifies
visible actions for all members to carry out, with thevisible actions for all members to carry out, with the
General Secretary allocating extra resources to deliverGeneral Secretary allocating extra resources to deliver
this.' this.' 

Vote on amendment 7A.1:Vote on amendment 7A.1:

In favour of amendment 7A.1

Against amendment 7A.1

Abstain amendment 7A.1

Only one of the following two votes will be counted,Only one of the following two votes will be counted,
dependent on the outcome of the vote on amendmentdependent on the outcome of the vote on amendment
7A.17A.1

Vote on motion 7, if amendment 7A.1 is CARRIED:Vote on motion 7, if amendment 7A.1 is CARRIED:

In favour of motion 7, as amended by 7A.1

Against motion 7, as amended by 7A.1

Abstain motion 7, as amended by 7A.1

Vote on motion 7, if amendment 7A.1 is LOST:Vote on motion 7, if amendment 7A.1 is LOST:

In favour of motion 7 (unamended)

Against motion 7 (unamended)

Abstain motion 7 (unamended)

Motion 8   Motion 8   Ballot members over the 2021-22 payBallot members over the 2021-22 pay
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Motion 8   Motion 8   Ballot members over the 2021-22 payBallot members over the 2021-22 pay
round  University College Londonround  University College London

HESC notesHESC notes
1.    That the 2021-22 pay round has resulted in UUK1.    That the 2021-22 pay round has resulted in UUK
recommending employers impose a 1.5% increase, andrecommending employers impose a 1.5% increase, and
no progress onno progress on
       casualisation, equality, workload or redundancies.       casualisation, equality, workload or redundancies.
2.    The success in increasing GTVO turnout in 2019 by2.    The success in increasing GTVO turnout in 2019 by
placing both ballot papers in the same envelope.placing both ballot papers in the same envelope.

  HESC resolves to ballot members over the 2021-22  HESC resolves to ballot members over the 2021-22
pay round, in the same envelope as USS where possible.pay round, in the same envelope as USS where possible.

Vote on motion 8:Vote on motion 8:

In favour of motion 8

Against motion 8

Abstain motion 8

Motion 9   Motion 9    The pay/Four Fights campaign        The pay/Four Fights campaign       
 University of Brighton, Grand Parade and University University of Brighton, Grand Parade and University
of Brighton Moulsecoombof Brighton Moulsecoomb

Conference notesConference notes
1.    The unresolved disputes with UCEA over the1.    The unresolved disputes with UCEA over the
2020/21 and 2021/22 pay claims.2020/21 and 2021/22 pay claims.
2.    The need for an industrial campaign to defend USS2.    The need for an industrial campaign to defend USS
by members in pre-92 institutions.by members in pre-92 institutions.
3.    Despite the pandemic, student numbers have3.    Despite the pandemic, student numbers have
continued to rise, making the HE sector richer thancontinued to rise, making the HE sector richer than
ever.ever.

Conference believes pensions are deferred pay.Conference believes pensions are deferred pay.
Defending pensions is inseparable from fighting overDefending pensions is inseparable from fighting over
pay, pay equality, casualisation, redundancies andpay, pay equality, casualisation, redundancies and
workloads.workloads.

Conference resolves    Conference resolves    
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a.    To ballot all HE members for industrial action ina.    To ballot all HE members for industrial action in
pursuance of the 2021/22 pay claim.pursuance of the 2021/22 pay claim.
b.    The ballot should be disaggregated and runb.    The ballot should be disaggregated and run
concurrently with the USS ballot, or as soon as possibleconcurrently with the USS ballot, or as soon as possible
thereafter if that isthereafter if that is
       impossible, with a view to action beginning in       impossible, with a view to action beginning in
November.November.
c.    Strike action should be escalating and indefinite,c.    Strike action should be escalating and indefinite,
and coordinated where possible with action over USS.and coordinated where possible with action over USS.

Vote on motion 9:Vote on motion 9:

In favour of motion 9

Against motion 9

Abstain motion 9

Motion 10 will be voted on in two parts.Motion 10 will be voted on in two parts.

In line with the long-established convention that onlyIn line with the long-established convention that only
delegates from USS institutions vote on motions whichdelegates from USS institutions vote on motions which
relate to USS, only these delegates are asked to voterelate to USS, only these delegates are asked to vote
on motion 10 up to and including point c.on motion 10 up to and including point c.

All delegates will be asked to vote on motion 10 pointAll delegates will be asked to vote on motion 10 point
d, and the amendments that relate to it.d, and the amendments that relate to it.

Motion 10 up and including point c (USS delegates)   Motion 10 up and including point c (USS delegates)   
What a win looks like    University of NottinghamWhat a win looks like    University of Nottingham

Conference notes:Conference notes:
1.    The failure of employers to recognise and address1.    The failure of employers to recognise and address
the root causes of the USS and 4Fights disputesthe root causes of the USS and 4Fights disputes
2.    The widespread frustration and disappointment of2.    The widespread frustration and disappointment of
members at this failuremembers at this failure
3.    The need for a clear answer to the question: what3.    The need for a clear answer to the question: what
does a win look like? when planning industrial actiondoes a win look like? when planning industrial action
4.    The USS dispute, whilst complex, can achieve a4.    The USS dispute, whilst complex, can achieve a
clear winclear win
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clear winclear win

5.    A cut to pensions is a cut to pay5.    A cut to pensions is a cut to pay

Conference resolves:Conference resolves:
a.    To prepare for ballot on USS and identify a simplea.    To prepare for ballot on USS and identify a simple
and clear battle cry around which members can rallyand clear battle cry around which members can rally
b.    To fully support branches in in the GTVO campaignb.    To fully support branches in in the GTVO campaign
c.    To develop an IA strategy that includes strike, andc.    To develop an IA strategy that includes strike, and
other forms of creative action, that maximise theother forms of creative action, that maximise the
opportunity for the union to achieve its objectivesopportunity for the union to achieve its objectives

The following vote will be counted only if motions 1, 2,The following vote will be counted only if motions 1, 2,
3 and 4 are lost.3 and 4 are lost.

Vote on motion 10 up to and including point c (USSVote on motion 10 up to and including point c (USS
delegates only)delegates only)

In favour motion 10 (up to and including point c)

Against motion 10 (up to and including point c)

Abstain motion 10 (up to and including point c)

Motion 10 point d. (all delegates)    What a win looksMotion 10 point d. (all delegates)    What a win looks
like     University of Nottinghamlike     University of Nottingham

10d. Conference resolves to continue the campaign for10d. Conference resolves to continue the campaign for
the 4Fights with vigour, determination and all meansthe 4Fights with vigour, determination and all means
possible, bar strike action for now.possible, bar strike action for now.

10A.1      University of Swansea10A.1      University of Swansea

.Add at end of motion 10 (i.e. as continuation to.Add at end of motion 10 (i.e. as continuation to
paragraph d. with comma after ‘for now’): paragraph d. with comma after ‘for now’): 
and develop a medium to long-term strategy on payand develop a medium to long-term strategy on pay
and equalities, given that there is little evidence that aand equalities, given that there is little evidence that a
repeat of previous industrial action will result in arepeat of previous industrial action will result in a
successful outcome and further unsuccessful actionsuccessful outcome and further unsuccessful action
can only weaken the union’s negotiating position forcan only weaken the union’s negotiating position for
future bargaining rounds.future bargaining rounds.

10A.2  Anti casualisation committee10A.2  Anti casualisation committee
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10A.2  Anti casualisation committee10A.2  Anti casualisation committee

After ‘conference notes: 5’ Add:After ‘conference notes: 5’ Add:
6: That 33% of HE employees are on casual contracts6: That 33% of HE employees are on casual contracts
(HESA data). Increasing casualisation is detrimental to(HESA data). Increasing casualisation is detrimental to
both casualised and permanent workers, directlyboth casualised and permanent workers, directly
reducing job security and conditions, indirectlyreducing job security and conditions, indirectly
damaging sector pension schemes by increasing opt-damaging sector pension schemes by increasing opt-
out.out.
After ‘Conference resolves: d)’ add:After ‘Conference resolves: d)’ add:
Conference resolves that campaigns incorporate clearConference resolves that campaigns incorporate clear
communications on how casualisation affects allcommunications on how casualisation affects all
members in 4Fights and USS disputes, and specifiesmembers in 4Fights and USS disputes, and specifies
visible actions for all members to carry out, with thevisible actions for all members to carry out, with the
General Secretary allocating extra resources to deliverGeneral Secretary allocating extra resources to deliver
this.this.

The votes below on motion 10 point d and itsThe votes below on motion 10 point d and its
amendments 10A.1 and 10A.2 will be counted only ifamendments 10A.1 and 10A.2 will be counted only if
motions 7, 8 and 9 are lost.motions 7, 8 and 9 are lost.

Vote on amendment 10A.1 (all delegates)Vote on amendment 10A.1 (all delegates)

In favour of amendment 10A.1

Against amendment 10A.1

Abstain amendment 10A.1

Vote amendment 10A.2 (all delegates)Vote amendment 10A.2 (all delegates)

In favour of amendment 10A.2

Against amendment 10A.2

Abstain amendment 10A.2

Only one of the following votes will be counted,Only one of the following votes will be counted,
dependent on the outcome of votes on amendmentsdependent on the outcome of votes on amendments
10A.1 and 10A.2 (and if motion 10 point d is not lost):10A.1 and 10A.2 (and if motion 10 point d is not lost):

Vote on motion 10 point d, if amended by 10A.1 andVote on motion 10 point d, if amended by 10A.1 and
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Vote on motion 10 point d, if amended by 10A.1 andVote on motion 10 point d, if amended by 10A.1 and

10A.2 (all delegates)10A.2 (all delegates)

In favour of motion 10 point d, amended by 10A.1
and 10A.2

Against motion 10 point d, amended by 10A.1 and
10A.2

Abstain motion 10 point d, amended by 10A.1 and
10A.2

Vote on motion 10 point d, if amended by 10A.1 onlyVote on motion 10 point d, if amended by 10A.1 only
(all delegate(all delegates)s)

In favour of motion 10 point d, amended by 10A.1

Against motion 10 point d, amended by 10A.1

Abstain motion 10 point d, amended by 10A.1

Vote on motion 10 point d, if amended by 10A.2 onlyVote on motion 10 point d, if amended by 10A.2 only
(all delegate(all delegates)s)

In favour of motion 10 point d, amended by 10A.2

Against motion 10 point d, amended by 10A.2

Abstain motion 10 point d, amended by 10A.2

Vote on motion 10 point d, if unamended (all delegates)Vote on motion 10 point d, if unamended (all delegates)

In favour of motion 10 point d (unamended)

Against motion 10 point d (if unamended)

Abstain motion 10 point d (if unamended)

CBC advice on consequentials – if motion 11 is passed,CBC advice on consequentials – if motion 11 is passed,
motions 12 and 13 fall.motions 12 and 13 fall.

Motion 11   Motion 11   Separating Four Fights and USSSeparating Four Fights and USS
Negotiations Glasgow Caledonian UniversityNegotiations Glasgow Caledonian University
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SHESC notes:SHESC notes:
1.    the importance of an improved JNCHES settlement1.    the importance of an improved JNCHES settlement
in the fight against casualisation, damaging workloads,in the fight against casualisation, damaging workloads,
race and genderrace and gender
       inequality, and pay erosion;       inequality, and pay erosion;
2.    the need to fight back against the continuing threat2.    the need to fight back against the continuing threat
to our pensions, particularly USS. to our pensions, particularly USS. 

SHESC also believes that:SHESC also believes that:
a.    these are two distinct campaigns, targetinga.    these are two distinct campaigns, targeting
different employer bodies, UCEA and UUK, where thedifferent employer bodies, UCEA and UUK, where the
latter involves pre-1992latter involves pre-1992
       universities only;       universities only;
b.    the USS dispute cannot be resolved at JNCHES,b.    the USS dispute cannot be resolved at JNCHES,
and pay and conditions cannot be negotiated with UUKand pay and conditions cannot be negotiated with UUK
or the USSor the USS
       Trustees;       Trustees;
c.    binding the issues together into a single disputec.    binding the issues together into a single dispute
hinders the work of our two teams of nationalhinders the work of our two teams of national
negotiators;negotiators;
d.    and that making success in one campaign reliantd.    and that making success in one campaign reliant
upon success in the other hinders success in both.upon success in the other hinders success in both.

Therefore, SHESC resolves to continue to campaign onTherefore, SHESC resolves to continue to campaign on
both issues in a co-ordinated manner, while pursuing aboth issues in a co-ordinated manner, while pursuing a
resolution in the two disputes independently of eachresolution in the two disputes independently of each
other. other. 

Vote on motion 11:Vote on motion 11:

In favour of motion 11

Against motion 11

Abstain motion 11

Motion 12   Motion 12   Combining Four Fights and USSCombining Four Fights and USS
Disputes                 University of LeedsDisputes                 University of Leeds

HESC believes that:HESC believes that:
1.    The four fights and USS issues are inextricably1.    The four fights and USS issues are inextricably
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1.    The four fights and USS issues are inextricably1.    The four fights and USS issues are inextricably

linked. Low pay, pay inequality and job insecurity meanlinked. Low pay, pay inequality and job insecurity mean
poorer pensionspoorer pensions
       and a worse retirement, and some members cannot       and a worse retirement, and some members cannot
afford pension contributions.afford pension contributions.
2.    Solidarity between different groups of members2.    Solidarity between different groups of members
(casualised/permanent, different pay grades, equality(casualised/permanent, different pay grades, equality
groups,groups,
       academic/related, pre- and post-92 branches) was       academic/related, pre- and post-92 branches) was
hugely important during the 2019-2020 industrialhugely important during the 2019-2020 industrial
action.action.
3.    Continued solidarity will be vital to winning the3.    Continued solidarity will be vital to winning the
disputes and for building the union.disputes and for building the union.
4.    It is therefore crucial not to separate the disputes4.    It is therefore crucial not to separate the disputes
or give priority to either.or give priority to either.

HESC resolves to:HESC resolves to:
a.    Coordinate the four fights and USS campaigns,a.    Coordinate the four fights and USS campaigns,
highlighting the links. highlighting the links. 
b.    Give parity to both disputes in strategic planning,b.    Give parity to both disputes in strategic planning,
balloting and publicity, ensuring that all affectedballoting and publicity, ensuring that all affected
branches have a voice inbranches have a voice in
       developing the dispute strategy.       developing the dispute strategy.
c.    Ballot and take action on both disputesc.    Ballot and take action on both disputes
concurrently. concurrently. 
d.    Coordinate action with sister unions, if possible, tod.    Coordinate action with sister unions, if possible, to
improve effectiveness.improve effectiveness.

The vote on motion 12 below will be counted if theThe vote on motion 12 below will be counted if the
vote on motion 11 is lost.vote on motion 11 is lost.

Vote on motion 12Vote on motion 12

In favour of motion 12

Against motion 12

Abstain motion 12

Motion 13  Building on successful member led action  Motion 13  Building on successful member led action  
 University of Dundee University of Dundee
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Conference notes:Conference notes:
1.    the failure of HEC to hold a Special HE Sector1.    the failure of HEC to hold a Special HE Sector
Conference in the first two weeks of August    2021 onConference in the first two weeks of August    2021 on
the topic of HE dispute(s),the topic of HE dispute(s),
       including New JNCHES, USS, TPS, and any possible       including New JNCHES, USS, TPS, and any possible
links between them and consequently the missedlinks between them and consequently the missed
opportunity to initiateopportunity to initiate
       industrial action at the start of academic year       industrial action at the start of academic year
21/22 when the impact on employers would have been21/22 when the impact on employers would have been
greatest.greatest.
2.    the success of member led actions in resisting2.    the success of member led actions in resisting
attacks by employers on our terms and conditions ofattacks by employers on our terms and conditions of
employment employment 
3.    the growth of member led UCU Solidarity3.    the growth of member led UCU Solidarity
Movement and its support for industrial action inMovement and its support for industrial action in
defence of pension, pay and conditionsdefence of pension, pay and conditions

Conference resolvesConference resolves
a.    To move immediately to disaggregated ballots fora.    To move immediately to disaggregated ballots for
industrial action in respect of pension, pay andindustrial action in respect of pension, pay and
conditions.conditions.
b.    To co-ordinate joint action across the disputes andb.    To co-ordinate joint action across the disputes and
highlight the wider crisis of funding in post-16highlight the wider crisis of funding in post-16
education.education.

The vote on motion 13 below will be counted if motionThe vote on motion 13 below will be counted if motion
1 and motion 11 are lost.1 and motion 11 are lost.

Vote on motion 13:Vote on motion 13:

In favour of motion 13

Against motion 13

Abstain motion 13

The vote on motion 13 without point a, below, will beThe vote on motion 13 without point a, below, will be
counted if motion 1 is carried and motion 11 is lost.counted if motion 1 is carried and motion 11 is lost.

Vote on motion 13, without point a.Vote on motion 13, without point a.
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Back Submit

In favour of motion 13 (without point a)

Against motion 13 (without point a)

Abstain motion 13 (without point a)

67%


